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1 P-R-O-C-E-E-D-I-N-H-G-S

2 (6:00 p.m.)

3 CHAIRMAN MCDADE: My name is Lawrence

4 McDade. With me are Judge Peter Lam and Richard

-5 Wardwell. We have been assigned as an Atomic Safety

6 and Licensing Board panel. We have been assigned a

7 function with regard to an application that has been

8 submitted by USEC.

9 Specifically they filed an application

10 with the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to obtain a

11 license from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to get

12 permission to receive and process Uranium,

13 specifically to enrich that Uranium at a facility in

14 Piketon to a concentration of up to ten percent of

15 Uranium 235. Basically to make fuel for nuclear

16 facilities, nuclear power plants. That is the license

17 application that we have been tasked to look into.

18 Once that application is submitted, initially the

19 Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff takes a look at.

20 that application and they prepare various documents.

21 They prepare a safety evaluation report and they

22 prepare an environmental impact statement.

23 Now, we are an entity, an independent

24 board separate from the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

.... 25 staff. They don't work for us and we don't work for
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1 them. We have been given the assignment to look at

2 what they have done to determine the adequacy of their

3 review of their application, and also to make

4 independent determinations on our own. First of all,

5 what we have to do is determine whether or not the

6 application that was submitted by USEC satisfies the

7 requirements of the Atomic Energy Act, and also the

8 requirements of various regulations that the Nuclear

9 Regulatory Commission has set up for such

10 applications.

11 In addition to that, we also have a

12 responsibility under the National Environmental Policy

13 Act, which requires that the Nuclear Regulatory

14 Commission, here the entity which is being asked to

15 take an action granting a license, they have to do an

16 evaluation to basically weigh the environmental impact

17 against the benefits of the proposed action. But in

18 addition to that weighing that's been done at this

19 point by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff, we

20 have to make our own independent determination of

21 that.

22 We have to make a determination as to

23 first of all whether or not in our view this facility

24 can be constructed and operated in a way that is not

25 going to be harmful to the public health and safety.
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1 And we also have to make a weighing of the various

2 factors involved, the benefits to be derived from the

3 facility and the environmental costs and make a

4 determination as to whether or not the license should

5 be issued or denied.

6 And if the license is issued, whether or

7 not there are any requirements that we should put on

8 that license to ensure safety and environmental

9 quality. So that's basically what our function is.

10 At this point in time we'll review the original

11 documentation that has been submitted by the

12 applicant, by USEC; the documentation that's been

13 prepared by the Nuclear Regulatory Commission,

14 specifically the environmental impact statement and

15 the safety evaluation report.

16 The next step is, we will be submitting

17 written questions to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

18 staff and to the applicant, USEC. We will receive

19 answers to those questions. And then later in the

20 spring we will hold an evidentiary hearing where we

21 will have witnesses come before us and basically help

22 us answer those questions that I've just listed for

23 you.

24 Now, the purpose of this proceeding here

25 tonight, this public hearing, is for us to get input
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1 from you. And our role in looking at this, we're more

2 of an inquisitory rather than adjudicate function. We

3 ask questions of the applicant. We ask questions of

4 the Nuclear Regulatory Commission staff. What this is

5 an opportunity for you to do is to let us know what

6 your concerns are.

7 To raise those concerns with us to a

8 degree that we feel appropriate. Having been alerted

9 to those concerns we can then follow up on that in our

10 written questions to the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

11 staff, and also in written questions to the applicant.

12 And also then during the evidentiary hearing that will

13 be conducted this spring.

14 So that's basically what our function is

15 and what the purpose of this particular hearing is.

16 We have had a number of people who have signed up to

17 speak. We're going to ask those individuals, we'll

18 call them up one after another. If there are other

19 individuals here who have not signed up to speak, they

20 can sign up with Libby Perch, who's just outside the

21 door there, so that we can then add you to the list of

22 people who are going to speak. We are going to ask

23 the remarks that are made by each individual be

24 limited to five minutes. We want to give everybody

25 that wants to speak an opportunity to speak, an
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1 opportunity to be heard.

2 And if any one individual goes on for a

3 very long period of time, then that cuts into the

4 ability of other individuals to speak. So we'd ask

5 you to keep it to five minutes. If it goes longer

6 than that, we will have to cut you off. In addition

7 to whatever you say here orally, if you feel that you

8 haven't had a full opportunity to express your views,

9 you can also make a statement in writing to us. And

10 Libby Perch outside will have the address.

11 Likewise in the notice that indicated that

12 there was going to be this public meeting here this

13 evening, the address where you can send written

14 comments is listed there. So you can make oral

15 comments. If you don't wish to make oral comments you

16 can still make written comments and those will be

17 considered by us before we submit our questions to the

18 applicant, USEC, and the Nuclear Regulatory Commission

19 staff.

20 That basically is my introduction here.

21 I would ask a couple of things. First of all, many of

22 you all have cell phones. In today's day and age

23 almost everybody has a cell phone. If you could

24 please turn them off so that people who are trying to

25 speak and trying to make their point with us will be
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1 able to be heard. And likewise if you all want to

2 engage in conversation, we would ask that you take the

3 conversation outside so that it will be possible to

4 ensure that we can hear people who are going to be

5 speaking here this evening. That's really-all I have

6 so far. Judge Lam, do you want to make some comments

7 before we get started?

8 JUDGE LAM: Thank you, Chairman McDade.

9 I want to add to Chairman McDade's comments, that I

10 consider your participation tonight an important part

11 in our process. And I. will listen, I will listen

12 carefully. Every word that is spoken tonight will be

13 transcribed. And when we get back to headquarters we

14 will have a complete record of what is said tonight

15 for further consideration. Thank you for your time

16 tonight.

17 CHAIRMAN MCDADE: The first individual who

18 signed up to speak is a Dale Reed. Is Dale Reed here?

19 We understand that Dale Reed is the mayor of Waverly,

20 Ohio. Okay. We will move on to the next person and

21 come back to Mayor Reed. Blaine Beekman? Is Blaine

22 Beekman here?

23 MR. BEEKMAN: My name is Blaine Beekman.

24 I'm the executive director of Pike County Chamber of

25 Commerce.
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CHAIRMAN MCDADE: There's a little switch

on the bottom there.

MR. BEEKMAN: Is that better?

CHAIRMAN MCDADE: Okay, that's perfect.

Let me also note that .the next person to speak is a

Jennifer Chandler. So is Ms. Chandler here? Let me

make her aware. Mr. Beekman?

MR. BEEKMAN: I come to speak to you

tonight as one of the voices of the community that

support USEC's licensing application. Two years ago

when. the NRC hearings were held there were 9,000

letters of support from the community support. And I

don't want to talk to you about that historical

perspective. In 1952 the Atomic Energy Corporation

bought 3,800 acres in Pike County to build a gaseous

diffusion plant to enrich Uranium.

Now, this was a county that had no

industry whatsoever. Our industry was based on lumber

and farming. But we were pretty certain that if it

was a Cold War and this was important, we understood

it was national security. That didn't mean we knew

anything about it as a community, but we did hear

rumors that there were dangers at that plant. At the

time that it went on line in '57, I was entering

junior high school. We lived a mile down the road on
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1 Dutch Road. We heard all those things. My sister

2 bought a farm over on Bailey's Chapel that backed

3 right up to the A plant.

4 But as the years went by and they turned

5 into decades, we came to feel that perhaps those of us

6 who were not directly working on this reservation were

7 not suffering adversely from it. We also were

8 familiar with dangerous occupations. Lumbering's

9 dangerous. Many of our parents and grandparents were

10 coal miners in Kentucky and West Virginia. So we

11 understood that some jobs had dangers in them.

12 It really though wasn't until 1999 when I

13 moderated a series of hearings that we held about

S14 activities that had taken place from 1954 to 1993

15 inside that reservation and that involved workers.

16 And what we found when we held those, and there were

17 a couple senators and congressman here, and what we

18 really found was that mistakes had been made, and some

19 horrific mistakes had been made.

20 First of all, that the government at the

21 time it really built this plant didn't have a full

22 understanding of the dangers of gaseous diffusion.

23 The Cold War pushed the feed production and ignored

24 some safety regulations. But even refusal by some

25 workers to follow the established safety procedures.
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1 And it led to suffering and it led to loss of life.

2 Many of these workers were friends and neighbors.

3 Sick worker bills came out of those hearings.

4 Clearly from 1954 to 1993, commitment to

5 worker safety was lacking. Nobody could turn a blind

6 eye to that. So what we had to do was take a look and

7 say, okay, what's going on at this point. And from

8 1993 to 2001, the gaseous diffusion plant was operated

9 by USEC. And USEC had a much better safety record.

10 And so we took a look at that. We had to realize

11 because as a community we had to understand, what are

12 the pros, what are the cons.

13 And then USEC, which had been created as

14 a private company by the federal government to operate

15 the gaseous diffusion facility in Piketon, offered an

16 opportunity to bring in the American Centrifuge

17 project. And we took a look. We read what was

18 available on centrifuge. And there were really three

19 issues that we had to look at. One, is a centrifuge

20 safer for workers and for the environment. And the

21 evidence was that it was certainly safer than gaseous

22 diffusion.

23 The second thing was, is there a

24 regulatory body that would ensure that safe procedures

25 would be followed. Over the past two years I've been
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1 very impressed with the NRC staffers who have been

2 involved in this project. Their commitment, their

3 deep understanding of what's going on. And the third

4 thing was a question, can USEC construct and operate

5 this facility. Based on the most recent test results

6 and test data that's available, I believe that they

7 can. I think that's very significant.

8 The other thing about what we have in 2007

9 that wasn't there in 1999 is, it's the critical

10 dependency we have on fuel and energy, and the idea

11 that the United States is no longer in control of it's

12 various forms of energy that are needed. LES received

13 a license to build a centrifuge plant in New Mexico.

14 It is not a domestic company. And USEC is a domestic

15 company created by the United States government to

16 provide an American produced source of energy. I

17 would ask you that you respond favorably to USEC's

18 application for licensing. Thank you.

19 CHAIRMAN MCDADE: Thank you very much,

20 sir. Ms. Chandler? And the next speaker will be a

21 Ms. Colley.

22 MS. CHANDLER: My name is Jennifer

23 Chandler and I am a resident of Piketon, Ohio. And I

24 am not affiliated with USEC or the Nuclear Regulatory

25 Commission. And I'm also the director of the Pike
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1 County Economic Development office and I am here to

2 express Pike County's support for USEC's American

3 Centrifuge program. We believe that the USEC American

4 Centrifuge program is one that can be operated safely.

5 We realize that significant improvements have been

6 made in the safety of the workforce. And we believe

7 USEC has an outstanding workforce that will follow

8 safety procedures of the licensing requirements. So

9 I'm here to express Pike County's support for the

10 American Centrifuge program operated by USEC in

11 Piketon.

12 CHAIRMAN MCDADE: Thank you. The next

13 speaker is Vina Colley. Then we'll have Mayor Reed.

14 The next person after Ms. Colley will be Marvin Jones.

15 Ms. Colley?

16 MS. COLLEY: Hi. My name is Vina Colley

17 and I'm president of the Piketon residents for

18 environmental safety and security and I'm co-chair of

19 National Nuclear Workers for Justice. I first ask

20 that you stop the licensing of the centrifuge project

21 because more time is needed to view and resolve

22 problems with USEC and the site.

23 We are deeply concerned that we could

24 become the site for the storing of spent fuel rods

25 from all over the country if this license is

NEAL R. GROSS
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1 permitted. We believe that the licensing will be used

. 2 to hold control over the site for the next 30 years

3 while USEC subsidiary companies transport in the

4 irradiated fuel to be dumped here for a long haul. We

5 even ask if the centrifuge proposal is for real or

6 just a carrot that was dangling before us while the

7 real dirty work of converting Piketon into a high

8 level nuclear waste dump was going on behind our

9 backs.

10 We don't trust the USEC has even developed

11 a useable centrifuge technology. If they have, why.

12 haven't we been shown? We don't trust the USEC -- we

13 don't trust that USEC is capable of financing the

14 centrifuge facility they say they are proposing. If

15 they were, why haven't they admitted that they don't

16 have the investors on board to get started?

17 We don't trust that the EIS has even dealt

18 with the new regulations about USEC, that is, they

19 don't know they don't have the technology and they

20 don't have the money for the Uranium enrichment. But

21 they do own a subsidiary that is in business for

22 storing and transporting spent fuel rods.

23 And there has been other traceable

24 connections between USEC and this new plant to dump

* 25 radioactive waste at Piketon. Too many of my
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1 neighbors and my co-workers have already been killed

2 by the coverup of the contamination of Piketon. The

3 site is already a Superfund sea of contamination and

4 cleanup.

5 Allowing a high level nuclear waste dump

6 to slip in here under the jinx of the USEC license for

7 the centrifuge plant would be an enormous crime.

8 Holding out the promise of good jobs to a deeply

9 depressed community while the real story is that there

10 is no new jobs coming. Well, that would also be an

11 enormous crime. If the centrifuge is on the level,

12 which we seriously doubt, then we are concerned

13 because the high cost that the community will pay in

14 tax abundance and other subsidies will not be balanced

15 out with an equal return in the number of safe, viable

16 jobs for the community.

17 Where in your EIS have you dealt with the

18 impact of granting a license to USEC while USEC is

19 connected to plans for storage of high level

20 radioactive waste dumped at Piketon? How will the

21 spent fuel rod dump impact the safety and the health

22 of the workers of the proposed centrifuge facility?

23 That is, if there really is a legitimate plan for the

24 centrifuge.

25 How does the public have to consider all
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the impacts put together? Again, we ask you to stop

the licensing process at least until these urgent

questions are answered to the benefit of the

community. I want to submit a copy of this. And then

I also have a copy that's just come out, a press

release that a hundred more groups have signed on to

stop this proposed licensing here at this plant. And

I also would like to submit a story, in case you

haven't read it, that the Dayton Daily News put out

about the Piketon plant and the contamination that's

coming off site and the health and safety of the

workers that have been working here.

CHAIRMAN MCDADE: Thank you. Could you

pass those up to Ms. Wolf, please? Thank you, Ms.

Colley. The next speaker is Marvin Jones. And after

that, Daniel Minter. Mr. Jones?

MR. JONES: I'm Marvin Jones with the

Chillicothe Ross Chamber of Commerce. If this nation

is to make progress in reducing its reliance on

foreign sources for energy, then it must look at other

types of fuels in addition to oil. Besides

alternative sources such as wind turbines and the

increased use of coal, nuclear fuel must be in the

mix. The U.S. government has blessed the development

of the centrifuge method to enrich the Uranium needed
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1 to fuel the power plants of the present and the

2 future. The gaseous diffusion method is now employed

3 in only one location in the U.S., and is an outdated

4 and inefficient technology to produce the fuel. USEC

5 chose Piketon for its American Centrifuge plant for

6 many reasons, including the skilled workforce and the

7 support shown by surrounding communities. That

8 support continues today and I am here to speak in

9 support of the continued construction and

10 implementation of the plant. USEC has demonstrated

13L over the years a responsibility and commitment to the

12 safety of its workers and to those who live in the

13 region. It has a strong record also of being a good

14 neighbor in terms of taking care of the environment.

15 Nuclear power will enjoy a resurgence and become the

16 generator of more and more electricity for U.S.

17 citizens. Those citizens deserve the security of

18 knowing the fuel for those reactors are not dependent

19 on or controlled by a foreign government. We urge the

20 Commission to authorize the construction of the

21 American Centrifuge Plant in Piketon. Thank you.

22 CHAIRMAN MCDADE: Thank you, sir.

23 MR. MINTER: Good evening. My name is Dan

24 Minter --

25 CHAIRMAN MCDADE: Before you begin, sir,
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1 the next person is Gregory Simonton. Is Gregory

2 Simonton here?

3 MR. RUNYON: I'm Randy Runyon, I'm his

4 replacement.

.5 CHAIRMAN MCDADE: Okay, thank you. Please

6 continue.

7 MR. MINTER: All right, thank you. I have

8 a written statement I'll submit at the end. I'll just

9 briefly give an overview of it for convenience. As I

10 said, my name is Dan Minter, I'm the vice chairman of

11 SODI, the Southern Ohio Diversification Initiative.

12 I'm also the president of the organized workers at the

13 facility today, the enrichment facility as well as for

14 the DOE site contractors. So I serve both of those

15 hats this evening. My message is based on those. I'm

16 also a resident of Pike County, a lifetime resident of

17 this area. When I say that I mean literally, this is

18 our family farm. My house is right across the street

19 here. This house adjacent to this facility. So when

20 I say a lifetime resident, I do mean very close in

21 proximity. So I do live here, this is our family

22 farm. We've lived here all of our lives, and my

23 families' lives. The American Centrifuge program is

24 important on three levels. I think there may be some

25 confusion about what this licensing process is, based
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1 on some of the comments we've heard. And some of them

2 I think are pretty clear about, this is about the

3 centrifuge program, the licensing of that particular

4 project. There are other projects that may be

5 considered for the site or may not be. This is

6 related to the licensing process for USEC and the

7 centrifuge. I think it's important on three levels.

8 One, I think you've heard about the national energy

9 security, our reliance of this country on energy.

10 Obviously over 20 percent of our energy is generated

11 by nuclear power. That's a day's worth of electricity

12 every five days, if you consider that. Having a

13 domestic source is very important, so that's one

14 level. It does create economic benefit. I think you

15 heard from the chamber of commerce in Pike County,

16 from Mr. Beekman, that historically this facility has

17 been an economic opportunity for jobs and creation of

18 economics for the area. And obviously it's important

19 on that level. We do support this project, as I said,

20 from a workforce. I think you also heard some

21 historical issues about the past and past safety

22 issues. Obviously that is important, very important

23 for the workers. We have found that independent

24 regulatory authority has been a paradigm shift in the

25 safety protocol for the facility. I think it's very
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1 important that any licensing process requires

2 independent and external regulatory oversight. What

3 we have found as a workforce, self-regulatory efforts,

4 kind of like me and my diet from time to time, when

5 it's self-regulated it doesn't turn out quite as good

6 as maybe if it's externally regulated.

7 And what we have found, that when the

8 Department of Energy, during some of its oversight in

9 the Cold War mission, that there were potential cuts

10 and shortcuts taken that developed risks to safety and

11 health, and they were certainly unacceptable. What we

12 have found with the NRC though, that by having a good

13 quality regulatory oversight, what you acquire from

14 that is also good performance when it comes to

15 performing in the economic group. So kind of like you

16 and your driver's license. If you drive safely and

17 park safely and those type of things, your insurance

18 tends to go down. And it becomes a total programmatic

19 impact as it improves. So obviously one of the things

20 we're looking for is ensuring that there's external

21 regulatory oversight. And the NRC currently serves

22 that mission. We've also grown to, I guess be relied

23 upon. Obviously the public meeting that was

24 referenced here, where some senators and other folks

25 came and listened to the site workforce about past
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1 issues, we helped facilitate that. So when we talk

2 about local communities, I think we've been kind of

3 reliant, the community's become reliant on the

4 workforce to help ensure its safety and health. So by

5 the workers being more astute in safety protocols and

6 processes and following and adhering to those, having

7 a third party to go to in the event that there are

8 safety issues, helps also ensure the public safety and

9 health interests are fulfilled as well. So that's

10 another role that we play in the workforce. The

11 technology also helps to ensure the safety and

12 reliability. We also heard about non-dependency on

13 foreign countries. This technology is a technology

14 that allows domestic technology to be employed, less

15 reliance on foreign countries and reliance right here

16 in southern Ohio on our energy dependence. That is an

17 important factor. So again, that is an important

18 factor in this program. And I'll just submit the rest

19 of it in writing. That kind of just overviews what my

20 comments were. Thank you.

21 CHAIRMAN MCDADE: Thank you, sir. Mr.

22 Runyon? And the next person is Charles Wiltshire.

23 MR. RUNYON: My name is Randy Runyon. I

24 am the chair of the Southern Ohio Diversification

25 Initiative. I have been a resident in this area since
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1 1953. SODI, the Southern Ohio Diversification

2 Initiative, is an economic development organization

3 for a four county area surrounding the plant, the

4 proposed plant; Piketon, Jackson, Scioto and Ross

5 counties. Our board of directors consists of 15

6 members, mostly private and public officials. We'd

7 like to state that we are strongly in support of the

8 American Centrifuge project. A little more background

9 about the purpose of our organization. Our

10 organization has been designated as a Department of

11 Energy community re-use organization. We're charged

12 with two things. We were formed in the mid '90s to

13 respond to what we thought would be the downsizing of

14 the gaseous diffusion plant by diversifying the

15 economy in the area. But also the term, re-use is in

16 our title. Our organization was charged to look for

17 ways to re-use that facility that was a 3,800 acre

18 reservation. And what better use of the reservation

19 than to continue the United States' mission in

20 enriching Uranium by a unique process, the American

21 Centrifuge process. We want to reiterate there's a

22 strong amount of public support among public

23 officials, private citizens. There's also, as Mr.

24 Beekman mentioned, when the original siting of the

25 plant was considered, there were thousands of letters
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1 ffrom people all around the four county area in support

2 of the project. And no one would deny in the 50 year

3 history that there's not been mistakes made in terms

4 of protecting workers and the environment. However,

5 since the stewardship of the United States Enrichment

6 Corporation since 1993, they've had an excellent

7 record of worker safety and environmental protection.

8 Nuclear energy is going to be with us. There are 103

9 nuclear power plants in the United States, I

10 understand. And I think there's some 25 to 30 being

11 considered to be re-licensed in the next few years.

12 Twenty percent of the electricity in the United States

13 is being provided by nuclear energy. Pike County and

14 the region would still like to be part of helping

15 provide the United States energy solutions. Thank

16 you.

17 CHAIRMAN MCDADE: Thank you. Mr.

18 Wiltshire? And the next person is Buck Sheward.

19 MR. WILTSHIRE: Good evening. My name is

20 Charles Wiltshire. I'm a lifelong resident of

21 southern Ohio. I'm the triangle of prevention

22 coordinator for the United Steelworkers local 5-609.

23 And I have a 35 year career at the Piketon enrichment

24 plant. I'm a second generation worker at the Piketon

25 facility. My father first worked for a contractor in
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1 the early years of the construction, and later was

2 employed as a Uranium materials handler. I began work

3 at the plant in 1972 and have been involved in health

4 and safety in many areas over the last 35 years. And

5 then during the last nine years I have come to see

6 firsthand how safe and well-regulated an NRC facility

7 could be. The nuclear industry is frequently sited as

8 an example of an industry that has achieved excellence

9 in fostering work environments in which employees have

10 and regularly use avenues designed to capture and

11 resolve safety concerns. USEC and the union have

12 worked, and works hard, to ensure each individual who

13 is employed at the facility is aware of the obligation

14 in developing attributes that are essential to a safe

15 working environment. A safe environment and a safe

16 community for our families and neighbors to reside.

17 And to reiterate what Mr. Minter said, the point of

18 this new technology represents an essential step in

19 assuring our domestic and international energy needs.

20 More than 20 percent of our nation's electrical energy

21 is produced by nuclear energy. It is in our nation's

22 best interest to ensure that a viable and cost

23 effective enrichment fuel is domestically produced.

24 This is a significant step in ensuring the nation's

25 future, energy independence by using American
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technology. The technology will help ensure that

clean, reliable energy is available at a critical

point in our growing energy economy. Nuclear energy

represents one of the safest reduction resources

available. The Piketon workforce has demonstrated

their capacity to function in the NRC regulated

environment, and can continue to do so well into the

future. I would like to submit this. Thank you.

CHAIRMAN MCDADE: Thank you. Buck

Sheward? John McCoy. After Mr. McCoy is Dr. David

Manuta.

MR. MCCOY: Good evening. My name is John

McCoy. I'm a recent resident, coming to southern Ohio

with my family. We moved here in the summer of 2004.

I lived in Chillicothe. I'm also the plant manager

for the Uranium Disposition Services plant, which will

be cleaning up, and for the construction right now,

the legacy Uranium left over from the Cold War. Two

points I'd like to make, some have been touched on

before, is our local economic situation. I have

visited the homeless shelters in this area. Our

company gives to these causes and the need is great.

It is very obvious that people aren't knocking down

the door to put jobs in southern Ohio. Right now the

jobs that are represented by the ECP are jobs that are
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1 being preserved for the current workforce. Eventually

2 the legacy waste and legacy issues at the site will be

3 cleaned up. And just like Mound and Fernald, the jobs

4 future for this plant are zero. There will be no jobs

5 in the future if the ECP doesn't exist. Those jobs

6 not only represent the workforce at the site, their

7 pay, their benefits, but also the indirect jobs in the

8 community. Those jobs range from doctors, lawyers, to

9 bakers and shoe makers, that are still running in this

10 country. Those are our friends and neighbors, people

11 who need this plant and other economic development in

12 this area. Now, we've talked about the environmental

13 legacy left behind by the GEP and its operations. But

14 not only were mistakes made in that industry, mistakes

15 were made in every single industry in this country.

16 I have talked to people in our regulatory community

17 and the Ohio EPA about Superfund sites that exist

18 everywhere. When we were in the Cold War or even the

19 industrial revolution that occurred after the Cold War

20 -- excuse me, after World War II, great expansion in

21 chemical companies and everything else, there were no

22 regulatory -- there was no OSHA, there was no EPA,

23 there was no NRC. There are now. I've had the

24 pleasure of living in many foreign countries. We have

25 one of the best regulatory apparatus in the world. I
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have seen in Saudi Arabia, for instance, they dump

their hazardous waste in the middle of the desert.

The Russians sink submarines at the bottom of the

Black Sea. So let's not be buried in the past, let's

look forward to the future. Also, this plant

represents, as we touched on before, a very important

strategic asset to the United States. The energy

supply in this country is the foundation of our

economy. Twenty percent comes from nuclear power.

Over the next 20 years we're going to double our

energy needs for electricity in this country,

particularly as the cost of other energy resources

like petroleum and coal go up. That means that we'll

have more reliance on nuclear power. Even if that

doesn't happen, the existing nuclear power plants will

continue to need enriched Uranium. Where will that

Uranium come from? If ACP isn't built or the LES

facility in New Mexico isn't built, we will turn to

foreign sources. The nuclear industry will not dry up

and go away, as many people would probably like it to.

Who will those foreign suppliers be? Well, we have

Japan and France, who would certainly love to sell us

enriched Uranium. But most likely that foreign

supplier will be the Russians. The Russians have

virtually no environmental regulations, and they have
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a very cheap labor force. But if you keep up with the

local news, international news, you'll notice that

Russia slowly but surely is sliding back to its

totalitarian past. Just yesterday they cut off oil to

western Europe. They had been using energy, and they

have great energy resources, as a political tool

against their friends and neighbors, who they put in

the economic situation that they're in, who can't

afford to buy the energy from Russia. Do we think

that we would be in any better shape? Now, I think

most of you remember the 1972 oil embargo. A group of

countries got together, who didn't like each other,

but liked us even less, and turned off the oil spigot.

And we had long gas lines. But at least the lights

didn't go out. We have roughly 100 people here.

Which 20 of you would like not to have any power at

all if the nuclear lights go out? Thank you very

much.

CHAIRMAN MCDADE: Thank you, sir. Is John

Shewbrooks here? Doctor?

MR. MANUTA: I'm Dr. David Manuta, fellow

of the American Institute of Chemists. Also just

recently I was elected president of this professional

society. So I come before you to share my thoughts.

I live here in Waverly, Pike County. I've lived here
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1 for a number of years. I'm a former employee of USEC.

2 I had the rank of research staff two, which was

3 defacto chief scientist at the plant. So I know a

4 great deal about Uranium enrichment technology from

5 the technical aspects. At the present time I own a

6 private consulting company and I travel this country,

7 doing those type of activities. There are ten points

8 I want to share with the Board tonight. We've hit

9 upon some of them with the other speakers. The first

10 issue is, USEC proposes to construct the ACP to

11 replace the production of enriched Uranium currently

12 at the Paducah gaseous diffusion plant. We need to

13 put things in perspective. That's a circa 1950's

14 plant, inefficient. This would be a better way to do

15 business. Second, the ACP will benefit Piketon and

* 16 surrounding counties, Jackson, Ross, Scioto, et

17 cetera, by the creation of hundreds of relatively high

18 compensation permanent manufacturing positions.

19 Three, the spinoff effect of these hundreds of well

* .~20 paying permanent manufacturing positions will result

21 in a positive economic impact on Pike and the

22 surrounding counties. Fourth, the gaseous centrifuge

23 process of Uranium enrichment is much more energy

24 efficient than the currently utilized gaseous

25 diffusion process of Uranium enrichment. Fifth, the
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1 gaseous diffusion process is used throughout the

2 world; Europe, Japan, Russia, et cetera. And the

3 gaseous diffusion process is the preferred method of

4 producing enriched Uranium. Number six, the NRC is

5 familiar with the gaseous centrifuge process for..

6 enriching Uranium. NRC approval of the NEF in Eunice,

7 New Mexico, that's the LES facility, has recently been

8 obtained. Number seven, the NRC will monitor the

9 nuclear safety aspects of the American Centrifuge

10 plant in accord with the licensing agreement with

11 USEC. This document requires that .all USEC personnel

12 walk the walk. And I can't be any clearer than that.

13 You're not going to be able to work at USEC unless you

14 walk the walk. Eight, Uranium enrichment plants are

15 actually large chemical manufacturing facilities.

16 Nine, the hazards associated with the chemicals are

17 well established. Training in the safe handling of

18 these chemicals is a condition of employment at all

19 Uranium enrichment facilities. And then ten, based on

20 the need for a domestic source of electricity and

21 power generation, just reiterating what we've heard,

22 the safe operation of the American Centrifuge plant

23 will also positively impact domestic energy

24 independence and U.S. national security. These ten

25 points summarize my thoughts for a positive response
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1 by the Atomic Safety and Licensing board regarding the

2 American Centrifuge plant. Thank you.

3 CHAIRMAN MCDADE: Thank you, Doctor.

4 Lorry Swain will be the next speaker. Mr. Shewbrooks?

5 MR. SHEWBROOKS: Thank you, good evening.

6 I'm John Shewbrooks, I'm the president of Pike County

7 Chamber of Commerce. While I am an employee of the

8 USEC, I'm here representing the chamber of commerce

9 tonight. I want to thank you for the opportunity to

10 speak with you tonight. I believe that it is

11 important for everyone to have their opinions heard on

12 this very important matter. The licensing process

13 assures this. I am adamantly in favor of licensing

14 this plant in Piketon. However, I respect the

15 opportunity of those in this room who oppose this, and

16 I respect their right to have their voices heard as

17 well. I believe that licensing the centrifuge plant

18 is truly in the best interest of our community.

19 Southern Ohio desperately needs these jobs. The jobs

20 that would be created by the USEC plant pay huge

21 dividends throughout our area. Not just to those that

22 are employed there. These jobs will support our

23 retail businesses. They support our service

24 industries. They bolster property values. The

25 economic wellbeing of our community truly hinges on
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this project. Centrifuge jobs have a tremendous

impact. However, economic growth is simply not worth

jobs that create significant danger to our employees

and to the public. There lies the value of the

centrifuge project in Pike County. Not only are these

good paying jobs, these are safe jobs. I don't want

my friends hurt and I don't want to see the

environment damaged in southern Ohio. USEC has proven

to be a safe and environmentally responsive employer.

Recently the Nuclear Regulatory Commission met with

the public and identified that they had no concerns on

USEC operations over the past two years, tremendous

news. We are also fortunate to have a Nuclear

Regulatory Commission regulating our plants. We have

found that they are a competent regulator. They hold

the plant to very high standards. This, coupled with

USEC's rigorous self-assessment process will assure

safe operations for many years to come. The chamber

of commerce truly believes that the benefits of the

centrifuge operations far outweigh the risks. We need

this plant, we need the licensing to continue. The

chamber of commerce supports this effort without

reservation. There's a nuclear Renaissance in this

country and throughout the world. We truly want Pike

County to be a part of it. Thank you once again for
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1 the opportunity to speak to you tonight. Thank you.

2 CHAIRMAN MCDADE: Thank you, sir. Ms.

3 Swain? And the next speaker, Charles Herrmann.

4 MS. SWAIN: I'm Lorry Swain and I

5. appreciate the opportunity to speak tonight. I'm here

6 to plead that the decision to license the plant be

7 delayed until USEC can demonstrate a workable

8 technology and a viable financing plan. I'm asking

9 that the decision be delayed until NRC can assess and

10 guarantee that this license is not a back door entry

11 for USEC in cooperation with the DOE, ePIFNI, and SODI

12 to create a high level nuclear waste dump here at the

13 site. We have to be guaranteed that that's not what's

14 going on here. In terms of the technology, there has

15 been delay after delay after delay in demonstrating

16 the pilot project. It's looking like USEC really

17 doesn't have a workable technology. Their plans call

18 for huge centrifuges that are hard to build and have

19 not been designed on a scale that's ever been proven.

20 Financially, it's also looking pretty obvious. They

21 recently admitted to the SEC that they can't pull it

22 off. Their costs keep rising. They're up from 1.7

23 billion. Trade analysts in financial journals are

24 advising that USEC is one stock to avoid, one stock

25 not to invest in. And then there is their top new
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1 competitor that people have mentioned here tonight,

2 LES or Uranco, the European outfit the NRC recently

3 licensed to operate in New Mexico. They'll have that

4 centrifuge going in 2008. But unlike USEC, its been

5 proven. It's a proven technology and they have deep,

6 deep pockets. Two things that USEC doesn't have. As

7 bleak as it is for USEC, when they lose their monopoly

8 over the Russian downblend, it's really going to be

9 bad, and that's probably just around the corner.

10 Russia wanted to sell their downblend directly to

11 utilities. The utilities in this country want to buy

12 it directly, and there are lots of indications that

13 George Bush and Putin made a deal, have entered into

14 a deal to cut USEC out of that monopoly that doesn't

15 serve Russia at all. There's been a newly revealed

16 mission for Piketon. The siting of a high level

17 radioactive waste storage or dump, if the stuff never

18 gets moved. Spent fuel rods from all over the country

19 and possibly beyond would be brought here if this plan

20 goes through. So you can understand why we suspect

21 that USEC might not be on the up and up in terms of

22 licensing the centrifuge. A couple of years ago when

23 things started looking financially pretty dim for USEC

24 they acquired a company, NAC, NAC International, who

25 makes casts for transporting spent fuel rods. And
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1 never mind that NAC International has an abysmal

2 safety record. The DOE then through some shadowy

3 business groups, partners, studied how to configure

4 the Piketon site as a storage for spent fuel rods.

5 Spent fuel is probably the most lethal radioactive

6 material known to humanity. We believe that under

7 cover of GNAP, this dump, this storage, is targeted

8 for Piketon. So our question is, is USEC really about

9 a new centrifuge? It doesn't look like it technology-

10 wise, financially. Are they really about a centrifuge

11 that would employ hundreds of workers, or is USEC

12 moving into the radioactive waste dump business, in

13 which they might hire 20 guys to stand around and

14 watch the dump? That's the question that we have. We

15 challenge that the NRC must take into account the

16 cumulative and synergistic impact that this new plan

17 for Piketon will have alongside of the centrifuge. A

18 decision cannot be made by that regulatory commission

19 until they look at these two possibilities side by

20 side, and the impact that they'll have on our

21 environment, our health, our community, our security,

22 our economy. It's incumbent upon the NRC to stop this

23 licensing process until these questions are sorted

24 out. Thank you.

25 CHAIRMAN MCDADE: Thank you. And next is
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1 Charles Herrmann.

2 MR. HERRMANN: My name is Charles

3 Herrmann. I'm here tonight to speak, speaking as

4 president of the Southern Ohio Growth Partnership,

5 which is Scioto County's private sector economic

6 development organization. And one of the

7 organizations that in 2003, when the American

8 Centrifuge project site issue came up, we worked with

9 the surrounding counties in presenting, like we said,

10 over 9,000 letters of support for the project. I'm

11 here tonight to let you know that our organization and

12 our community feels very strongly that the licensing

13 of the American Centrifuge project is in our local and

14 national best interest. And we think that USEC has

15 proved to be a good neighbor and is providing all the

16 safeguards that keep things running. We drove to this

17 meeting tonight in a car that is much more secure and

18 safe and has systems that I didn't have to think

19 about. And I think that's to be equated to the plant

20 that I remember being built out here 50 years ago. I

21 think the technology's changed. This change is

22 important to our community. At the present time I

23 believe it has between 45 and 66 percent of the

24 employees working at this facility live inside the

25 county. So we have an economic interest in it, and we
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1 also think it's the right thing to do. Thank you.

2 CHAIRMAN MCDADE: Thank you, sir. Is

3 Mayor Reed present? The next person will be Teddy

4 West. Is Teddy West present? Dale Hill?

5 MR. GAMPP: My name is Michael Gampp and

6 I'm from Portsmouth, Ohio. I have no affiliation with

7 any of the parties of this hearing. I'm here tonight

8 to represent the business community of Portsmouth and

9 Scioto County as president of the chamber of commerce.

10 As Mr. Beekman stated, in 2003 over 9,000 letters were

11 assembled and submitted to NRC in support of locating

12 the American Centrifuge plant here in Piketon, Ohio.

13 The response to this campaign was overwhelming and we

14 received letters from citizens from literally all

15 walks of life. Tonight I'd like to encourage the

16 board to approve USEC's application to construct the

17 American Centrifuge plant in Piketon, Ohio. The

18 construction of this plant, as mentioned by some of

19 the other speakers, will serve both local and national

20 interests. Locally the economic development is huge.

21 In this part of the country in Appalachia, one thing

22 that we need are high paying jobs. I know, as I grew

23 up in this area, spent my whole life here. I've had

24 to see many of my friends leave and families leave

25 over the years for lack of high paying jobs. This
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will help keep our youth in this community.

Nationally we must reduce our reliance on foreign oil,

reduce greenhouse gases and promote national security.

The construction of the ACP will serve all three of

those purposes. While there were issues of safety and

environment concerns in the past, which I think

everyone here acknowledges, there has been recognition

that these are in the past and we are looking to forge

a future direction free of these types of concerns.

Independent regulatory oversight, which we have now,

will help alleviate that situation from occurring

again. During its 13 years of operation, USEC has

shown an excellent safety and environmental record.

We feel that this will further help ensure that the

workers and residents in this community benefit from

this plant. The message that my board would like to

send tonight or leave you with is the same one that we

gave in 2003, that our community overwhelmingly

supports the location of the ACP in Piketon, Ohio.

Thank you.

CHAIRMAN MCDADE: Thank you. Mr. Hill?

MR. HILL: My name is Bill Hill, I'm a

resident here in Pike County. And I just want to

express, I really don't like the idea of using the

USEC plant down here for radioactive waste dump. Not
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only for the fact that it would affect the quality of

human life here in this area, but not only human life,

but fish and game as well. And also the fact that if

they actually put this thing in and use it for that,

it's going to affect the .property value as well. I've

been trying to sell my place over here for a couple

years already and I believe its already had an effect

on property in this area. Thank you.

CHAIRMAN MCDADE: Thank you, sir. Teresa

Hall? The next person will be Sharon Manson. Ms.

Hall?.

MS. HALL: What I'd like to say is that

you guys are going to give them a license for 30

years. I think you should postpone that for at least

a year so they can prove their technology. Also they

need their financials looked into. From my property

value, I know its went down. I've been having mine up

for sale for three years I know, and no one's even

wanted to look at it because of where it's at. So I'd

just like for you to take a look at their finances and

make sure they've got the finances to clean up the

place. Thank you.

CHAIRMAN MCDADE: Thank you.

MS. MANSON: My name is Sherry Manson, and

I'm director for the visitors bureau here in the
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county. And I'd just like to say that USEC has been

very supportive to me and to this community over the

years. And the prospect of having the American

Centrifuge here in Piketon is very much supported. We

are under the impression that we will have the most

advanced technology here in this county for the people

here to work at. And as I meet with potential

residents and people visiting here, when we talk about

employers, USEC is the number one employer that is

mentioned. People are very positive when they hear

that. USEC has played a big role in helping people in

our county. They've supported our issues working

along with ARC for our five counties that are the

poorest in the state. And we very much appreciate

that support. I think everyone is concerned about the

rumors about the plant becoming a dump site, as I

would be too. But right now I don't have enough proof

or information to even think about that down the road.

Today we need to focus I think on our part in

providing America's electricity needs. And Uranium

enrichment is vital for us not to become dependent

anymore than we are on other countries to supply our

nuclear fuel. We have worked well with USEC through

the years and I hope to continue that positive

relationship, and we do support giving them a license.
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1 CHAIRMAN MCDADE: Thank you, Ma'am. Ed

2 Charle? And the next person, Geoffrey Sea.

3 MR. CHARLE: I'm Edwin Charle, I'm

4 professor of economics emeritus at Ohio University and

5 member of BARR in the state of Missouri. My wife and

6 I live here in Waverly. I've devoted practically my

7 whole professional life to the issues of economic

8 development. I realize the tremendous desire and need

9 for employment opportunities and new jobs. But we

10 want safe jobs. We want jobs that will not damage the

11 environment nor interfere with the health of our

12 citizens. There is a cause, I think, for concern.

13 John Longnecker, former head of the U.S. government

14 centrifuge program said, USEC's odds of technical

15 success are less than 50/50. The Wall Street Journal,

16 on the 5th of December, I think centrifuges have not

17 been commercially proven. David Sigeloff, certified

18 financial economist, quote, while management proclaims

19 that the American Centrifuge plant will be much more

20 efficient than their competitors, this is a huge

21 centrifuge, which is hard to build and is not designed

22 on a scale that has ever been proven. The quote

23 continues. While I'm bullish on the outlook for

24 Uranium prices in general, USEC, Incorporated would be

25 the one stock in the group to avoid. The Financial
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1 Times, the 12th of June, 2006. The United States

2 Enrichment Corporation, which-by now has a national

3 monopoly on the enrichment of Uranium for nuclear

4 power reactors, is at risk of turning into the

5 impoverishment corporation for its shareholders.

6 Quote, to maintain its position, USEC is effectively

7 betting the entire company on a set of defense

8 contractor's ability to deliver a complex, little

9 tested technology on a tight schedule and within

10 budget. Could be better. The government accounting

11 office GAR, has determined -- this is not a quotation,

12 has determined that the decontamination and

13 decommissioning at the Piketon site is insufficient.

14 Quote, despite DOE's efforts to reduce costs, we found

15 that based on current projected costs and revenues the

16 funds will be insufficient to cover authorized

17 activities. Cleanup costs will have exceeded revenues

18 by 3.5 billion dollars to 5.7 billion dollars in 2004.

19 The quotation continues. Importantly, we found that

20 the funds will be insufficient, irrespective of which

21 set of estimates we use. The government's response to

22 USEC's application contains the following statement.

23 The applicant has requested exemption from the

24 requirement to purchase liability insurance. I'll

25 read it again. The applicant has requested exemption
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1 from the requirement to purchase liability insurance.

2 If we hired someone to repair our roof we would ask

3 that they had liability insurance. The applicant --

4 and this is a quotation, the applicant intends to

5 provide for decommissioning funding through a surety

6 bond. The word, intend, is the relevant and important

7 one there. The applicant intends to provide for

8 decommissioning funding through a surety bond. As a

9 community we should have the power to ensure that the

10 contractor has liability insurance. As a community we

11 should have the power to ensure that decommission

12 funding is in fact provided for. I think that will be

13 very difficult to get. I think a surety bond to

14 insure against the pollution of the environment will

15 be extremely difficult to get. I don't think they can

16 do it.

17 CHAIRMAN MCDADE: About one more minute.

18 MR. CHARLE: They asked for 30 years to

19 try this out. It seems clearly excessive and

20 unreasonable. Welcome their plant, welcome the

21 employment opportunities, give them 30 days to show

22 what they can do. Give them 30 weeks to show what

23 they can do. Possibly give them 30 months to show

24 that their technology will be effective and that the

25 environment will be protected. But 30 years seems
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1 clearly excessive. Thank you.

2 CHAIRMAN MCDADE: Thank you. Mr. Sea?

3 And after him, Eric O'Neil.

4 MR. SEA: My name is Geoffrey Sea. I'd

5 like to welcome the licensing board to Sargents, Ohio.

6 You're not actually in Piketon, you're in Sargents

7 now. And beyond that I'd like to invite you, extend

8 an invitation to you while you're here to come and see

9 a place that you've heard a lot about. Which is the

10 Barns home and Barns farm, which is just south of the

11 atomic reservation. I especially extend that offer to

12 you because the offer was extended to NRC staff and

13 they declined. My property is at the center of

14 controversy over the impact of this potential project

15 and other potential projects at the site, on historic

16 and prehistoric resources that are here on the plant

17 site. And for those in the room who don't know, I did

18 file contentions with NRC about the impact of the

19 project on those resources. The NRC staff chose to do

20 -- Mr. Blevins, what I call a drive-by assessment.

21 Mr. Blevins drove by my house from the road, looked at

22 it, and that was the basis for the staff's assessment

23 of the impact on my property. Now, these issues were

24 hashed out, but I'm here to say that there are many

25 new issues based on new information, which will be
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1 brought before the board to discuss. And I want to

2 talk about just a few of those. After I speak, Dennis

3 Simpson, who is here, will speak. I didn't know

4 Dennis Simpson when I filed my contentions with NRC

5 when we were discussing these issues last year.

6 Dennis has walked my property hunting for Indian

7 artifacts for over 40 years. He introduced himself to

8 me a few months ago. Dennis is intimately familiar

9 with the sites on my property, prehistoric

10 archeological sites, many of which I did not know

11 about. One of those sites, which Dennis has informed

12 me about, sits on the eastern perimeter of my

13 property, extending over my boundary line. And that

14 site happens to be a few feet from where Ohio EPA has

15 just identified the plume of TCE, Trichlorethylene, is

16 migrating off the plant site underground. But the

17 archeological resources that Dennis knows about are

18 also underground. Maria Galante from EPA, I'd like to

19 introduce you to Dennis Simpson. There needs to be a

20 conversation that has not happened. And that includes

21 the WNRC, about the possible threat of chemicals

22 migrating offsite threatening the archeological

23 resources. Something else I didn't know about. It

24 was an Indian burial mound that was destroyed by DOE

25 in 1978. It was on my property. It was my property
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1 then. DOE took the land by eminent domain when it

2 built the southwest access road, destroyed the burial

3 mound, then deeded the land back to the private

4 owners, which is why I now own that land, of the

5 former destroyed burial mound. We'll present you with

6 that evidence. This is a file, pretty thick file. It

7 comes from the Ohio State Museum. The NRC staff never

8 approached the Ohio State Museum to ask them if they

9 had any information about the atomic site or about my

10 property. Turns out they have a lot of stuff. This

11 is a file of correspondence between the Atomic Energy

12 Commission and the Ohio Historical Society from 1952

13 about all the archeological resources, including all

14 the mounds and earthworks elsewhere that's on the

15 site. The Ohio State Museum also has, which I didn't

16 know about until a couple months ago, a complete

17 collection called the Barns collection -- I live in

18 the Barns home, of artifacts that were donated to the

19 state by the Barns family. And NRC staff never had a

20 clue about this. They never asked. They also never

21 came to my house to find out about the Barns family.

22 The Barns family was very important historically.

23 They collected Indian artifacts. They owned about

24 half of the atomic site, or what became the atomic

25 reservation. And one of the reasons why DOE never
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found any archeological resources on the site is

because the Barns family, which was doing excavation

and collection on the site, donated everything they

had to the Ohio State Museum. And it sits there in a

collection called the Barns collection, which is about

2,000 artifacts, some of which are exquisite and

unique, sitting there in the museum. So these issues

need to be explored and will be explored. And I want

to give to the licensing board while you're here a

copy of an article that explores some of those

historic and prehistoric issues from the local

newspaper, the News Watchman, a full page spread about

my property and its rather unique history. So I'll

leave this with you. And I also want to just really

briefly explain a little bit about this quizzical

issue that you've heard tonight about the waste

dumping. I'm sure its come as a surprise to the

licensing board. Well, this company has been rather

shocked since August when this became public. It was

kept secret for more than two years. Since 2004 there

has been an actual plan to make Piketon the world's

largest nuclear dumpsite for high level nuclear waste.

Now, when this became public, and I have some

responsibility for that because it became public

initially from an article that I published in the News
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1 Watchman, that I will also give you a copy of. It has

2 been a process of exploration over the last few

3 months, how this plan was put together. And I will

4 say that the companies involved include ePIFNI and

5- Sonic and SODI, some of representatives you've heard

6 from today, are principals in this plan. So these are

7 not neutral parties. Have not revealed any of their

8 proposals to the public. We have not been able to

9 review them. We've asked them for it. We've asked to

10 meet with Mr. Runyon many, many times. Mr. Runyon has

11 not returned any of our phone calls, interestingly

12 enough. A lot has been happening here. Now, what's

13 the relationship with USEC?

14 CHAIRMAN MCDADE: One more minute.

15 MR. SEA: USEC purchased NAC International

16 in 2004, a spent fuel company. The president of

17 ePIFNI, the company that partnered with SODI to bring

18 the waste here, is a former USEC board member. He

19 left the USEC board in order to form ePIFNI to bring

20 the waste here. USEC has a seat on the SODI board.

21 SODI is the other partner with ePIFNI in the plan to

22 bring the high level waste here. It starts to look

23 funny, doesn't it? Now, let me tell you when I

24 started making the connection. I started making these

25 connections with USEC when I got a phone call at about
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1 7:30 a.m. one day, and a message was left on my

2 answering machine, which sometime I'd like to play for

3 the members of the board, if that's possible, without

4 a USEC representative being present. Because the

5 voice on the machine works for USEC. And that voice

6 gave me instructions on how to obtain a copy of the

7 plan for waste dumping that these people have put

8 together. And the implication of his message on my

9 machine was that USEC was behind this plan. So we

10 began to do a process of investigation that is just

11 bearing fruit now. And we'll bring evidence before

12 the board that what USEC actually intends, you've

13 heard about all the problems USEC is having. What

14 USEC actually intends is not to use this license to

15 build an enrichment plant, but to use the 30 years

16 that you might give them to in fact convert the

17 license so that their subsidiary, NAC International,

18 uses those buildings to store high level nuclear waste

19 while they acquire the financing for a centrifuge.

20 That's the scheme that they are pursuing. We will

21 give you evidence of this. We ask you to hold the

22 record open to receive our evidence that this is

23 actually the plan for the utilization of the license

24 that NRC may give them. That's why USEC has asked you

25 on November 21st to accelerate the licensing schedule,
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even though they have delayed their demonstration by

a year. So they're not demonstrating the technology

for October, 2007, but they want you to accelerate

their schedule. Why? And you denied it, wisely. And

thank you for that. Why did they ask for that?

Because --

CHAIRMAN MCDADE: You're going to have to

wrap up orally.

MR. SEA: -- they want to misuse the

license that they receive, so we ask you to postpone

it.

CHAIRMAN MCDADE: And the documents you

have, if you can hand them up to Ms. Wolf. And if

there are other documents you want us to consider,

please file those with her. Mr. O'Neil?

MR. O'NEIL: My name's Eric O'Neil. My

wife and I live across the river in Greenup County.

We have a farm there, we also own property in Pike

County. I worked for two years on the cleanup in

Fernald, so I have some understanding of the need for

good jobs. I have a letter from Patricia Marida from

the Ohio Sierra Club in Columbus. She couldn't be

here. She asked me to read it. The Toxic Committees

of the Ohio Sierra Club would like to make the

following comments regarding the granting of a license
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1 to the United States Enrichment Corporation to build

2 a gaseous centrifuge Uranium enrichment plant at the

3 nuclear facility at Piketon, Ohio. The Sierra Club

4 respectfully requests that the Nuclear Regulatory

5 Commission delay the granting of this license until

6 the combined impact of other nuclear facilities

7 proposed for this site can be addressed. There is a

8 strong possibility that Piketon could be chosen as a

9 site for commercial high level spent nuclear fuel from

10 around the country and around the world to be brought

11 in in accordance with the program of the Department of

12 Energy's global nuclear energy partnership, GNEP. The

13 various specific site studies are being rushed through

14 in a 90 day time frame. Authorization has recently

15 been given for a generalized programmatic

16 environmental impact statement to be written that will

17 cover the various GNEP application sites. The impact

18 that the BEIS finds must be compared to the impact of

19 the centrifuge before the NRC grants a license to

20 USEC. Additionally, an EIS will not address the

21 unique environmental problems and challenges that will

22 occur at Piketon. It is critical to the safety and

23 welfare of the public that a site specific EIS for a

24 GNEP or storage facility at Piketon be written and

25 evaluated and compared with the impact of a
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centrifuge. For the NRC to do less would be shirking

its responsibility to the public and a violation of

its mission. We request that the AFLEP delay the

granting on this license to USEC until Congress,

Governor Strickland and the public can investigate

irregular actions that have been taken by USEC and

other entities. These include actions taken outside

the public purview in secrecy in violation of ethical

standards or in violation of the law. Such

irregularities include USEC former board member Dan

Moore leaving the company to head ePIFNI, a .company

applying to bring radioactive waste into Ohio. Other

irregularities are USEC's purchase of one of the

largest nuclear waste cast makers, NAC International,

and USEC's involvement with a team that includes the

Washington International Group, AREVA and Battelle.

The NRC must address in conjunction with Congress,

allegations that a plan for bringing irradiated fuel

from commercial nuclear power reactors to the Piketon

facility is already well developed. NRC must

investigate whether extensive infrastructure changes

have already been made at the Piketon site to

accommodate irradiated fuel shipments. ePIFNI and

Sonic, the companies who plan to bring the waste to

Piketon, have apparently pursued this in secrecy for
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1 more than a year. The specific technology for USEC's

2 centrifuge operation has not been proven, nor has the

3 pilot project been completed or tested. The financial

4 situation USEC is admittedly marginal. By granting a

5 license without the pilot plant and technology

6 testing, the DOE and NRC would be facilitating

7 operations of a financially strapped company, perhaps

8 concealing whether the company could ever afford to

9 complete the pilot and test, as originally mandated.

10 The financial impetus of added activity of LLRW

11 storage or reprocessing adds to the appearance that

12 the company is attempting to do more than enrichment

13 at Piketon. Granting a license to USEC at this

14 junction would complicate the public's and the

15 government's ability to investigate and hold

16 accountable persons or companies involved in unethical

17 or illegal actions. Past experience with radioactive

18 contamination at Piketon have shown very clearly the

19 need for competent, honest and diligent actions by the

20 government and corporations involved in dealing with

21 highly dangerous radioactivity. USEC has clearly

22 shown by its actions that this sort of honesty and

23 above-board policy is lacking. For the NRC to grant

24 a license to a questionable corporation would

25 constitute complicity in these irregular, unsafe and
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1 illegal actions. Patricia A. Marida, Ohio Sierra Club

2 Toxics Committee.

3 CHAIRMAN MCDADE: Thank you. Mr. Simpson?

4 And after Mr. Simpson is Eric Stein.

5 MR. SIMPSON:.. My name is Dennis Simpson

6 and I'm not affiliated with USEC in any way. When

7 people ask me where I'm from, I always state I'm from

8 Pike County, Ohio. And I was raised, born and raised

9 in Waverly, as my mother was and her mother and her

10 mother. So my family on my mother's side goes back a

11 long way. For the record I'd like to state that at

12 the last meeting I attended, I spoke on prehistoric

13 Indian sites in and around the facility. And I'd like

14 to speak about that again tonight. For the record I'm

15 not an archeologist, nor am I a paleontologist. What

16 I do bring to the table is 39 years of experience in

17 collecting Indian artifacts from Pike County and

18 around your perimeter. I've also collected in excess

19 of over 20,000 Indian artifacts that I have personally

20 in my personal collection, that I personally found.

21 There's been an issue brought up here tonight

22 concerning the Indian mound. Now, what kind of mound

23 was this? I don't know. But I can only give you a

24 calculated guess. North of the mound I found a lot of

25 Hopewell Indian artifacts, and south of the mound I
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1 found a lot of Hopewell Indian artifacts. So my

2 calculated guess would be, it's a Hopewell mound. Due

3 to the proximity of the geometric earthworks from the

4 spine of the mound, this would also give it

5 credibility that it is a Hopewell mound. Were there

6 burials in this mound? I don't know. Most likely

7 there were. What kind of artifacts were in this

8 mound? I don't know. There could have been artifacts

9 that were just one of a kind, which have been found

10 separately by themselves in the mound where no other

11 artifacts like them exist. Like the duckbill pipes.

12 There's only three of those. Those are not Hopewell,

13 those are Adena. So we could have lost some valuable

14 archeological information by this mound being removed.

15 My information that I have that it was removed and

16 partly deposited within the boundaries of USEC. And

17 some of it is also on private property. There's no

18 way of determining if there were any burials in there

19 or what type of artifacts. Secondly, the Barns

20 collection, which was donated to Ohio Historical

21 Society in the Ohio State University in 1916 and again

22 in 1922. I looked at that list and there's two

23 artifacts in that last that peaked my imagination.

24 And those are what they call bird stones. One's what

25 they called a bus bird, and the other one is called a
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bar bird or elongated bird. These are extremely rare

artifacts and mostly they are found in the

northwestern part of Ohio. Rarely are they found in

southern Ohio. So these artifacts need to be examined

and determined their origin. Now, what I would like

to say is that sites that are discovered within the

perimeter need to be identified and also registered

with the Ohio Historical Society as Indian sites.

Now, remember, these are all prehistoric sites. I

have read -- in my personal library I have hundreds of

books dealing with prehistoric Indians in America,

Ohio and Pike County. So I would encourage you any

time you find these sites to mark the sites and

register the sites. And if you have to have those

sites to expand, I would urge you to have it done

professionally with archaeologists and documentation

to preserve this information from now to whenever. So

I appreciate being allowed to say what I had to say

about prehistoric Indians.

CHAIRMAN MCDADE: Thank you, sir. Mr.

Stein? And next is Steve Caraway.

MR. STEIN: My name is Eric Stein, I'm a

citizen of Pike County. I don't have any prepared

documents with me from a third party or anything like

that. I have a property, I'm sure there's some
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1 historical precedents on it too, just like other

2 people here in this county. I'm not overly concerned

3 about that. I'm more concerned about the future of

4 the country and what the American Centrifuge can do

5 for us. Thank you.

6 CHAIRMAN MCDADE: Thank you. Mr. Caraway?

7 And followed by Jim Parker.

8 MR. CARAWAY: Thank you very much for the

9 opportunity. I'm here tonight on behalf of

10 Congresswoman Jean Schmidt. She's in Washington, D.C.

11 representing us tonight. And this is a letter to the

12 panel. It is my pleasure to serve as a U.S.

13 Representative for Ohio's Second Congressional

14 district, where USEC plans to locate its American

15 Centrifuge plant. Through the development of this

16 plant, USEC is making a significant commitment in

17 support of the nuclear Renaissance that is currently

18 taking place in the U.S.

19 Based on the information that I received,

20 I am confident that USEC, Incorporated, will employ

21 this technology safely and successfully. The first

22 phase of construction projects supporting deployment

23 of the demonstration facility was completed over a two

24 year period at approximately 17.5 million dollars of

25 work, was safely completed by USEC and its contractors
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1 with no injuries. To date, the American Centrifuge

2 program at Piketon has not experienced a recordable

3 injury, illness or loss of work day during the three

4 years of its existence.

5 Since USEC took over operations of the

6 Portsmouth gaseous diffusion plant in 1993, the plant

7 has had an excellent safety record and environmental

8 record. USEC also has an excellent history of

9 compliance with NRC and EPA regulations. USEC's

10 impressive track record shows that safety and

11 environmental protection is its highest priority.

12 When the commercial plant is completed, the world's

13 most advanced centrifuge technology for. Uranium

14 enrichment will be located in Pike County. Something

15 of which I know southern Ohioans can be proud. The

16 facility will also support hundreds of highly skilled

17 jobs.

18 Nuclear power safely provides one fifth of

19 our nation's electricity, and prevents the annual

20 release of millions of tons of C02 emissions. It is

21 clear that nuclear power will continue to play a

22 significant roll in meeting our energy needs, and it

23 is critical that the U.S. nuclear industry have a

24 domestic enrichment capacity to avoid dependence on

25 foreign sources of fuel. In 2003, thousands of local
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residents and officials sent letters in support of

locating the American Centrifuge in Piketon. This was

in addition to the expressed support of former

Governor Bob Taft, former U.S. Representative and

current Governor Ted Strickland, and former U.S.

Representative and current OMB director, Rob Portman.

This type of overwhelming community supports helped

convince USEC to site the American Centrifuge in Ohio.

I join them in providing my support as well. As U.S.

Representative for Ohio's Second Congressional

District, I fully support the American Centrifuge and

its deployment of this valuable technology.

Sincerely, Jean Schmidt, Member of Congress.

CHAIRMAN MCDADE: Thank you. Mr. Parker?

MR. PARKER: Thank you, and I appreciate

the opportunity to speak tonight. My name is Jim

Parker and my wife and three children and I, we live

in Waverly, Ohio, here in Pike County. I was

assistant administrator of Pike Community Hospital for

over six years and now I work at Adena.

But I'm not here to represent any

organization. I'm here to speak on behalf of the

people of Pike County. Unlike Congresswoman Schmidt,

I am here tonight. And I can proudly say that because

I was a democratic candidate for the United States
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1 House of Representatives two times in the last two

2 years, and I won Pike and Scioto Counties in the

3 primary. And I did it by going door to door.

4 Now, there are a few things that I would

5 like to say, because I know a lot of people that live

6 out in our counties. And the number one most

7 important thing to people is jobs. There have got to

8 be good paying jobs in our community. And I'm a

9 little bit torn tonight over some things, because as

10 I listen to some of my neighbors, some of the people

11 that speak so highly on behalf of .USEC, these are

12 people that I highly respect and highly very much care

13 about their opinions, because I believe in what they

14 say. But at the same time, I'm hearing this other

15 issue, this health care issue.

16 And given that I've spent my life in

17 health care and I am familiar with the workers health

18 protection program and some of the things that have

19 happened to people over the course of years, I'd like

20 to make a few recommendations to the licensure board.

21 You can take them or leave them, I'm not running for

22 any political office right now. I really am not. I

23 am just here because I care about the people that live

24 in this county.

25 The first thing is, in health care, we do
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not rush into any type of licensure, whether it's for

a new facility or whether it's for a physician. But

at the same time we do grant what's known as an

expedited credentialing, which is a form of temporary

licensure within an organization to allow us to fill

a gap and immediate need of a necessary lack within

the organization. What's wrong with some temporary

licensure, until you listen a little more closely to

all the issues. I've heard a lot of things tonight

that might be a surprise to some of the people on the

committee.

The second thing is, I'm a business

person. I'm director of finance with over 75

physicians that serve people in this entire six or

seven county region that we represent in our health

care organization. And there's not a physician alive

that can provide health care services without

liability insurance. There has got to be a clause,

for one reason. There's a concept known as social

responsibility.

And what happens is, organizations, even

though their intentions might be for the best interest

of lots and lots of people, sometimes something

doesn't go wrong. There has got to be some form of

liability insurance to protect the people of Pike and
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1 Scioto Counties. Those people who would be most

2 affected, not only in terms of employment but possibly

3 the long term effects of any detrimental health care

4 effects for the communities in which we live. The

5 second issue is.-- and I've been listening to lots of

6 different people tonight, and I've got a document here

7 that makes reference to a 30 year license. I have a

8 nine year old son, I'm 39 years old.

9 So if I'm reading this correctly, that

10 means that my little boy, our little boy is going to

11 be my age before the license is up to be renewed?

12 That's totally unheard of and absolutely unnecessary.

13 Make it a shorter time frame, a more reasonable time

14 frame until we can get our issues straightened out.

15 Now, the thing that I'd like to say mostly, the number

16 one issue that needs to be straightened out and needs

17 to be realized is, this issue of this waste dump.

18 We've all seen corporations go bad, even if they don't

19 mean to.

20 Now, is this the golden parachute that's

21 out there lingering? We don't know. And I think that

22 people have the right to have answers to those

23 questions before we give a 30 year license with an

24 open book policy for an organization to do whatever it

25 wants. I believe -- I've met people when I knocked on
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1 their doors who told me they work at the plant, they

2 need that plant, they need the job. And I understand

3 that. People have to feed their families.

4 And if you go out into the part of the

5 county that I'm talking about, parts of these two

6 counties, Pike and Scioto, you will see poverty unlike

7 any from people down from Clermont and Hamilton County

8 have ever seen. Especially the people from

9 Washington, D.C., who are so far removed from what's

10 happening here.

11 So temporary licensure, liability

12 insurance, and no 30 year time frame. Let's get it

13 moving, let's see that this technology exists, can do

14 what needs to be done. And at the same time we have

15 got to take into consideration people's health. We

16 have to take into consideration the environmental

17 concerns. We have to take into consideration what

18 this does if everything goes bad. What are we left

19 with? There's nothing wrong with a temporary

20 licensure. If you are the people that can make that

21 decision tonight, make it. Don't rush into anything.

22 You don't rush when you choose your doctor, you don't

23 rush when you buy a car. You don't rush into

24 marriage. Don't rush into anything. There's no need

25 for that. I appreciate the opportunity to speak
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1 before you this evening. Thank you.

2 CHAIRMAN MCDADE: Thank you, sir. Is Dale

3 Reed present? Apparently not.

4 That concludes all the individuals who've

5 indicated a desire to speak here this evening. As I

6 indicated in the preface here, if there's anybody who

7 desires to submit in writing their thoughts with

8 regard to the matters currently under consideration,

9 they may do so.

10 And Ms. Perch has the address and likewise

11 the notice advising of this particular hearing also

12 has the address listed for you to submit anything in

13 writing to us. In closing, what I do want to indicate

14 again is just to preface a little bit about what it is

15 that this board is doing. There is a specific license

16 application that is currently before the Nuclear

17 Regulatory Commission.

18 That license application has to do with

19 the receipt of Uranium, the enrichment of Uranium, the

20 processing of that Uranium and then the shipment of

21 those fuel rods out of the facility. Now, that's

22 what's before us, nothing more.

23 Now, we have to make a determination

24 within this proceeding. Part of this proceeding is to

25 whether or not -- what is within the scope of that
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license can be done. Whether it can be operated

without undue risk to the public health and safety.

There also has to be a determination, and this panel,

this board, has to make an independent determination,

considering all the factors.

The factors of the benefit as well as to

the potential impact on the environment, as to whether

or not a license should be granted. Whether or not

the license should be denied. Or whether or not if

the license is granted, whether or not we should apply

certain conditions to that license. And in order to

ensure that those factors I just mentioned are taken

care of.

So if any of you have anything further to

add on those particular points you think would be

helpful for us to take into consideration as we review

the application, as we review the work that the NRC

staff has done on the application to make the

decisions that we're required to make, we would urge

you to submit those in writing, and they will have

consideration by the board.

And they help us in forming questions to

the NRC and also to USEC prior to our hearing and

during the evidentiary hearing that will take place

during the spring. I want to thank you all very much
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for coming. Its been helpful for us to hear from you

and we really do appreciate your coming out.

MR. WILTSHIRE: Just a question. In your

comment just for clarification --

CHAIRMAN MCDADE: Could you please state

your name?

MR. WILTSHIRE: Charles Wiltshire. In

your comment, just for clarification, concerning some

of the discussion we had here tonight, you mentioned

the license process for USEC was for shipping fuel

rods. I just wanted you to clarify. I don't think

you really meant to say that.

CHAIRMAN MCDADE: Well, I think I said

more than that. It has to do --

MR. WILTSHIRE: You did, but I don't --

CHAIRMAN MCDADE: It has to do with the

entire process. It has to do with the receipt of

Uranium -- first of all, the building of the facility

in order to enrich Uranium for that particular

purpose. Also the operation of that facility, which

includes the receipt of Uranium, which they will then

enrich, the process of enriching that Uranium, and

then the shipment of the end product out.. That's

what's within the scope of this particular license.

There have been other things here discussed this
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1 evening which are not within the scope of this

2 proceeding before us.

3 Now, when we make a determination, and one

4 of the things we have to look at and do look at are

5 the cumulative effects. And we look at the facility

6 and the land as it is right now. If a subsequent

7 license application comes in at a later period of

8 time, it will be looked at as the conditions are then.

9 If anything is changed between now and then during

10 that period of time, it will be taken into

11 consideration. But I just want to make sure that if

12 anyone does want to submit anything else in writing,

13 that they could please focus on what it is that we

14 need to consider, and the decisions that this panel is

15 going to be making for the next months. And I do want

16 to bring this -- ma'am?

17 MS. REINHART: I'm Francis Reinhart. What

18 time limits are on the submissions in writing?

19 CHAIRMAN MCDADE: We would actually be

20 doing it as soon as possible. But we anticipate that

21 we are probably going to be having a hearing this

22 spring, probably sometime in the spring. So I would

23 ask you to do it as soon as possible. We are in the

24 process of formulating our written questions that will

25 be submitted to the NRC. To the degree that anything
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you have might help us in formulating those questions,

we would appreciate it. And then after we submit

written questions, they submit the responses. We then

will have an evidentiary hearing in the spring. And

I do have to wrap this up. There are two hands up,

and no more questions after that.

MR. CHARLE: Did I understand you to say

that it is within your authority to grant a

conditional license in the sense that for a shorter

time than that requested of 30 years?

CHAIRMAN MCDADE: The answer is not a

conditional license. We can't put conditions on the

license. Now, I'm not sure if that answers your

question. Ms. Colley, do you have a question?

MS. COLLEY: Yes. I'm Vina Colley. I am

a former worker of the plant and I have many, many

health issues. And I watched my co-workers die and

I've watched my community members die. A family

member of mine died from the plant who was only 54

years old. He left a family of two and a bunch of

grandkids. And I'm really concerned with the final

decision, because I feel that the NRC is asking to

keep secrets from the community for the special

nuclear materials that they have on site that I'm sure

probably contains Plutonium. I'm concerned and hope
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that you slow down the license procedure. I'm glad

you've been here to listen to us. And I'm concerned

with the special nuclear material, withholding

information from the community. This is why the

workers are sick, and they. continue to do business.

CHAIRMAN MCDADE: Okay, thank you. Judge

Lam?

JUDGE LAM: I wish to only add that I

really appreciate what I heard tonight. I'll take

your comments very seriously. I look forward to any

additional limited appearance submissions that you

want to submit to us. Thank you.

CHAIRMAN MCDADE: Thank you very much.

(The hearing concluded at 7:40 p.m.)
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